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Executive Summary
This Supplemental Environmental Assessment (SEA) has been developed pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
Huntington District, to examine the potential environmental impacts of optimizing the existing
water drawdown process at the John W. Flannagan Reservoir (JWF) to allow for added
scheduled releases in the month of October to provide additional downstream whitewater
recreational opportunities. The SEA tiers from previous environmental documentation: the 1992
Environmental Assessment for Operational Change to Provide Recreational White Water
Releases at John W Flannagan Reservoir and the 1996 Supplemental Environmental Assessment
for Operational Change to Provide Recreational Whitewater Releases at John W Flannagan
Reservoir.
JWF, located on the Pound River a tributary of the Russell Fork, is operated for authorized
purposes of flood control, low flow augmentation, recreation, fish and wildlife betterment, and
water quality control, and water supply. The Russell Fork, which is a tributary of the Big Sandy
River, has been noted as an international whitewater destination. 1 Each fall, whitewater
enthusiasts, including private kayakers, travel from all over the country and abroad to utilize the
whitewater within the Breaks of the Russell Fork resulting from fall drawdown releases at JWF.
While enhanced downstream recreation is not an authorized project purpose at the JWF, USACE
schedules increased weekend water releases from the project during the first four weekends (on
Saturdays and Sundays) in October as a function of the winter drawdown process allowing for
recreational whitewater opportunities downstream along the Russell Fork River.
USACE is evaluating optimizing the existing winter drawdown release schedule to determine if
additional whitewater opportunities could be provided during the winter drawdown. The
Proposed Action Alternative would entail adding two Fridays on the first and fourth weekend of
October with higher volume releases. This alternative would provide an overall gain of two days
of higher volume water releases to facilitate whitewater rafting activities.
The SEA has concluded there are no significant impacts to the natural or human environment
associated with the implementation of the proposed modifications to winter drawdown at JWF.

American Whitewater, a non-profit, nationally recognized organization that rates whitewater rafting and
kayaking locations in various regions of the US has recognized the Breaks of the Russell Fork as one of the best
whitewater runs in the country and cites numerous Journal articles and first-hand accounts by rafters and kayakers
of whitewater adventures in the Breaks.
1
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The brief and concise nature of this document is consistent with the 40 CFR requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to reduce paperwork and delay by eliminating
duplication with existing environmental documentation, incorporating pertinent material by
reference, and by emphasizing interagency cooperation. The majority of data collection and
analysis in this document was performed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).

1.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1.1 Project Background

The construction of JWF in the 1960’s was authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1938 as a
component of a comprehensive plan for flood control in the Ohio River Basin. JWF was
formerly named Pound Reservoir and was a substitute for Clintwood Reservoir, which was
identified in the original comprehensive plan proposing the construction of four reservoirs within
the Big Sandy River Basin. JWF is authorized for flood control, fish and wildlife conservation,
water supply, low-flow augmentation, recreation, and water quality control. While JWF is
authorized for recreation, such as boating, fishing, and camping, upstream of the dam and on
project-related property, the project is not specifically authorized to be operated in a manner
supporting off-project recreation downstream of the project.
The reservoir project maintains a summer or conservation pool of 16,500 acre-feet for waterrelated recreation (boating, water-skiing, swimming, fishing, etc.) and experiences an average of
376,000 recreation users annually at six developed recreation sites. The conservation pool (1,145
surface acres) for fish and wildlife habitat is maintained at an elevation of 1,396 feet between 15
April and 30 September with a winter drawdown of 16 feet starting in October with winter
drawdown completed by 1 December. USACE maintains lands approximately one-quarter mile
downstream for a day-use area where the Virginia Game and Inland Fisheries stocks fish in
October, November and January with additional stockings between February and May. The
project also is authorized to maintain reservoir storage for Municipal and Industrial (M&I) water
supply, and low flow augmentation for pollution abatement.
Two water storage agreements between USACE and the Flannagan Water Authority provide the
right to utilize a total of 3,360 acre-feet of usable storage space within the project. At this time,
the Water Authority is removing approximately five million gallons of water per day. Under
normal conditions, the removal of this water does not impact the conservation pool as daily
inflows exceed the amount of water being withdrawn. Water supplied by JWF serves five
counties – Dickenson, Buchanan, Wise, Russell and Tazewell – and serves as the primary source
of water for Dickenson and Buchanan Counties. It is unlikely additional water supply beyond
the amount allocated in the existing agreements would be needed in the future due to changes in
regional economic conditions.
The low flow augmentation increment of storage was originally authorized in JWF to
supplement natural flows during seasonal low flow periods (late summer/fall) on the Russell
Fork and Levisa Fork. An increment of reservoir storage supporting downstream low flow
augmentation in the Levisa Fork is maintained at Flannagan Lake and is discharged in concert
with Fishtrap Lake. Additionally, to meet water quality standards promulgated by US
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Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the Commonwealth of Kentucky, JWF ensures
water quality for dissolved oxygen and water temperature downstream.

1.2 Project Location

JWF is located in Dickenson County, Virginia on the Pound River, a tributary of Russell Fork.
The dam is separated from the Russell Fork River by a one mile stretch of the Pound River,
which meets the Russell Fork River near Bartlick, Virginia. Figure 1 shows the reservoir and the
Federal project boundaries as well as its relationship to the Breaks of the Russell Fork. The
Breaks, also referred as the "Grand Canyon of the South", is the deepest gorge east of the
Mississippi River. It is accessed via Highway 80 (Virginia State Route 80 and Kentucky State
Route 80), between Haysi, Virginia and Elkhorn City, Kentucky. The Breaks Interstate Park is
named for this feature and is located in southeastern Kentucky and southwestern Virginia.

Breaks Interstate Park

Figure 1: Site Location Map: John W. Flannagan Dam and Reservoir and the Breaks of the Russell Fork

1.3 Purpose, Need, and Authorization

The project purpose of the proposed action is to determine if the current winter drawdown may
be modified to optimize the winter drawdown release schedule to accommodate additional
whitewater releases. This SEA was prepared pursuant to NEPA, Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) Regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508), and Corps implementing regulation,
Engineering Regulation 200-2-2.
Two previous documents were issued for operational adjustments at JWF in support of
downstream recreational opportunities: the 1992 Environmental Assessment for Operational
2
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Change to Provide Recreational White Water Releases at John W Flannagan Reservoir and the
1996 Supplemental Environmental Assessment for Operational Change to Provide Recreational
Whitewater Releases at John W Flannagan Reservoir. This Supplemental Environmental
Assessment (SEA) tiers from the 1992 assessments, and examines the potential environmental
impacts of optimizing the existing winter water drawdown process at JWF to allow for additional
scheduled releases in the month of October to provide added downstream recreational
opportunities.
This SEA concisely documents environmental consideration and assists in determining whether
significant impacts may be associated with the proposal (40 CFR 1508.9 (a)) and tiers (40 CFR
1508.28) from previous environmental documentation, the 1992 EA. A Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) for the 1992 EA was issued in September 1992.

2.0 PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
As indicated above, the winter drawdown process begins on 1 October in order to reach winter
pool by 1 December. During initial brainstorming and formulation of alternatives, numerous
combinations of drawdown alternatives were formulated to reach winter pool. In addition to
numerous combinations of days, there was also evaluation of discharge of flow. Potential
whitewater releases were considered in ranges of either lower ranges of 350 – 400 cubic feet per
second (cfs) or higher ranges of 800 or 1000 cfs.
Based upon evaluation and comparison of the merits of each plans in terms of their
environmental and economic effects, the plans were screened. During this process, many
alternatives were eliminated from further consideration. Coordination with public stakeholders
and resource agencies was conducted during the evaluation and screening of these alternatives.
At this time, substantial concern was received by agencies and public regarding existing and
proposed higher volume releases referencing impacts to in-lake and downstream recreation. The
comments received indicated impacts were realized by those engaging in angling from bank and
by boat. Particular emphasis on weekend recreation from both fishing and whitewater interests
was received, emphasizing this is the most valuable time for the users (Friday-Sunday).
As a result of public input, four alternatives were further evaluated by USACE including the
NAA for further analysis. A variation of Alternative A (Alternative A2) was formulated in
response to public input received, to seek a balance between competing interests. See Table 1
for a comparative summary of the alternatives.
•
•
•
•

Alternative A – Four day weekends of higher volume releases in October (8 additional days
of higher flow releases)
Alternative A2 – A variation to plan A, which adds a Friday to the first and fourth weekend
of October (two additional days of higher flow releases)
Alternative B - 17 consecutive days of higher volume release; from the 2nd Saturday to the
last Monday of October;
Alternative C - 14 consecutive days of higher volume release; from the 3rd Monday to the
last Sunday of October;
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•

No Action Alternative - no change from current conditions (800 cfs first three weekends of
October and 1000 cfs the fourth weekend of October).

2.1 Alternatives Dismissed from Further Consideration
2.1.1
Alternative A – Four day weekends of higher volume releases in October
Alternative A would entail an expansion of existing higher volume release days from the
current baseline of Saturday and Sunday. This would include adding additional releases on
Friday and Monday (for a total of 8 additional days of higher flow releases). This
alternative was eliminated due to the loss of 8 days of recreational fishing days downstream
of the dam as well as impacts expressed by the public regarding current releases.
2.1.2
Alternative B - 17 Consecutive Days of Higher Volume Releases
Alternative B would entail having 17 consecutive days of higher volume releases occur
from the 2nd Saturday to the last Monday of October. This alternative was dismissed due to
the economic impact of elimination of weekend higher volume releases. Additionally,
downstream (immediately below the dam) weekday fishing would be impacted for longer
period of time by an additional seven days. In addition, the VADGIF stocking schedule
would need to be modified.
2.1.3
Alternative C - 14 Consecutive Days of Higher Volume Releases
Alternative C would entail having 14 consecutive days of higher volume releases occur
from the 3rd Monday to the last Sunday of October. Similar to Alternative B, this
alternative was dismissed due to the economic impact of elimination of weekend higher
volume releases. Moreover, this alternative realizes impact to downstream (immediately
below the dam) weekday fishing for longer period of time by (an additional four days) and
require a modified stocking schedule.

2.2 Alternative A2 - Proposed Action Alternative (PAA)

Alternative A2 is a modification of alternative A. This alternative was formulated largely in
response to public and stakeholder input received during the public comment period and public
meeting held from April 2019 to June 2019. During this timeframe substantial concern was
received regarding the economic impact of loss of higher releases during the weekend days.
Fishing interests also continued to express concerns regarding expansion of whitewater releases.
The PAA was developed in an effort to balance the potential optimization of the winter
drawdown for whitewater opportunities with the authorized project purposes of in-lake and
downstream fishing recreation in the tailwaters proximate to the Flannagan Dam. The PAA
would entail two additional Fridays on the first and fourth weekends in October the flows are
augmented in October at the higher volume releases. This alternative would provide an overall
gain of two days of higher volume water releases to facilitate whitewater rafting activities.

2.3 No Action Alternative (NAA)

The No Action alternative assumes JWF will continue to be operated in accordance with the
current Water Control Manual, dated January 2010. The project will continue to operate by
releasing additional flows the first four weekends in October; 800 cfs the first three weekends of
4
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October and 1000 cfs the fourth weekend of October, assuming storage is available. As required
by NEPA, the NAA would be carried forward for further evaluation.
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Alternative

A

A2
Proposed
Action
Alternative

B

C

NAA

Description
4 day high volume
release weekends
(Friday, Saturday, Sunday
and Monday) on each
weekend in October
3 day high volume
release weekends
(Friday, Saturday and
Sunday) on the first and
fourth weekend in
October

17 consecutive days of
high volume release from
the 2nd Saturday to the
last Monday of October

Total
whitewater
days

Whitewater
Impacts

Fishing Impacts

Summary of Effects

16

Increase in eight
days of
whitewater
releases

Downstream fishing
significantly impacted.

Substantial adverse impact for anglers downstream
consisting of an increase in unfavorable fishing
conditions, due to swift water conditions downstream.

10

Increase in two
days of
whitewater
releases

Minimal change from
current conditions

Minimal change for anglers downstream consisting of a
slight increase in unfavorable fishing, due to swift water
conditions downstream.

Increase of 9 days
of whitewater but
loss of the first
weekend of
whitewater

One weekend of
downstream fishing
would be restored.
However, weekday
fishing would be
significantly impacted.
The VADGIF trout
stocking schedule would
require modification

While this alternative would positively benefit
recreational fishing during the first weekend in October,
the established whitewater recreation during the first
weekend would negatively impact local economy.
Moreover, downstream fishing impacts would prolonged.
This alternative would also require a change the
established trout stocking schedule by the VADGIF.

Fishing downstream
would be significantly
impacted and for a
longer duration. The
VADGIF trout stocking
schedule would require
modification

Dismissed because of the downstream fishing impacts;
high river levels for longer periods that make bank fishing
impossible and the requirement to change the
established trout stocking schedule by the VADGIF.
Similar to Alternative B, but still has a negative impact on
authorized project purposes.

No change

Current conditions under normal circumstances

17

14 consecutive days of
high volume release from
the 3rd Monday to the
last Sunday of October

14

Increase of 6 days
of whitewater,
but loss of two
weekends

No Action - no change
from current conditions

8

No change

Table 1: Alternatives Considered
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING AND CONSEQUENCES
This section describes the existing baseline conditions and consequences for resources impacted
by the PAA and NAA. The nature of the proposed action involves a targeted flow for a specific
period of time and would mimic a small storm event for a defined period of time. Based upon
the nature of the proposed action, no further analysis was determined necessary for the following
resources: Terrestrial Habitat, Cultural Resources, Floodplain, Aquatic Habitat, Water Quality,
Wetlands, Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive Waste, Biological Resources, Land Use, or
Aesthetic Resources. The following discussion focuses only on consideration of those resources
determined to have potential for impacts associated with the alternatives, thus complying with
the concise document requirement of 40 CFR 1508.9 (a). Potential impacts from the alternatives
considered in this SEA would be primarily to recreation, specifically fishing, both in the lake and
immediately downstream of the dam.

3.1 Recreation and Land Use

The study area is located in the Kanawha section of the Appalachian physiographic province.
The Pound River and Russell Fork River are approximately 10.5 miles in length within the
project area and are characterized by a narrow sinuous valley bordered by steep ridges. In some
locations (Breaks Gorge), the floodplain is restricted to the streambed itself. The economy and
culture of the project area are largely dependent on the coal and timber industries, with recreation
becoming an important economic factor in recent years. Recreational fishing occurs in both
Flannagan Reservoir and within the Russell Fork. The Russell Fork is utilized as a recreational
resource for rafting and kayaking as well.
Western Virginia and eastern Kentucky are rural mountainous areas offering a variety of social
and recreational activities. The Jefferson National Forest is another significant recreational
resource and offers many outdoor activities. Three regional reservoirs (John W. Flannagan
Reservoir, Dickenson County, VA: Fishtrap Lake, Pike County, KY; and North Fork of Pound
Reservoir, Wise County, VA) offer boating, fishing, and other outdoor activities. One of the
significant tourism-related resources in the area is the Breaks Interstate Park which is comprised
of a 4,200 acre park situated on the Russell Fork at the Kentucky-Virginia State line and includes
a lodge, restaurant, and a variety of recreational activities.
As discussed previously, in addition to lake related activities, JWF winter drawdown releases
currently offers opportunity for whitewater recreation downstream on the Russell River on two
days during four weekends during the month of October. Recreational fishing is also practiced
in Flannagan Reservoir and within the Russell Fork. The cold water releases from the reservoir
have allowed the development of a special regulation trout fishing area on the Pound River
below Flannagan Dam. In this area, only trout greater than 16 inches may be kept with no more
than two kept per day.
The District conducted an optimization test during the first two weekends in November 2018 to
assess potential effects of enhanced outflow.
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•
•

The first test weekend was a higher flow release of 900 cfs on 3 and 4 November 2018.
The second test weekend was a lower volume releases of 350-400 cfs on Friday to
Monday, 9-12 November 2018.

The test weekends yielded little quantitative data to gauge enhanced recreation resulting from
increased releases. District personnel conducted a site visit to the outflow and downstream areas
of the dam during the second test weekend on November 9, 2018. There was no indication of
whitewater recreation occurring that day, however during this time the weather was poor with
cold, heavy rain and not conducive to recreation. There was also no indication of downstream
fishing taking place, despite stocking the day prior.
During various outreach efforts conducted by the study team including public meetings,
numerous anglers reported dropping the lake by a 0.5 or 1 foot a day results in diminished
fishing for the rest of the week. It was suggested that the recurring weekly weekend releases for
downstream whitewater created a prolonged adverse effect for in-lake fishing through the week.
Input received from anglers groups indicated in-lake fishing was of very low quality and in-lake
fishing was effectively unavailable in October. Anglers were concerned adding of additional
days of releases would extend or further diminish fishing quality. However, the JWF 2017
Angler Survey from VADGIF (Figure 2) indicates decreases slightly from September to October
but generally follows a trend that one would expect for the change of seasons, weather and
competing recreational opportunities for outdoor recreation, such as hunting.

Figure 2: Graph of monthly angling effort estimated during a creel survey on Flannagan Reservoir from "John W. Flannagan
2017 Angler Survey Report" by Jeff Williams, Fisheries Biologist, Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, Page 3.

Downstream sport fishing immediately below the dam would be more directly affected by
adding additional days of higher volume releases. In addition to the diminished quality of
fishing due to swift waters, the high water also precludes anglers from wading and walking along
the banks to access fishing areas. Each day of additional higher flow releases adversely affects
8
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fishing, particularly in downstream areas proximate to the dam. The Virginia Department of
Game and Inland Fisheries (VADGIF) stock trout below the dam. Currently the VADGIF
generally stocks mid-October and mid-November below the dam. The stocking conducted by
Virginia would potentially require a schedule alteration during October.
The additional releases from the PAA would enhance the recreational opportunities for the
whitewater rafters, but would reduce fishing opportunities for anglers and the increased volume
of water would potentially reduce the opportunities for visitors seeking calmer waters. However,
the impact to anglers is not significant due to the ability of anglers to fish further downstream in
the Russell Fork River during increased flow releases. The impact to other recreational visitors
to the reservoir and downstream areas would also not be significant as the additional releases
would be conducted on Fridays in conjunction with the same weekends that the additional
releases are already taking place. Visitors would already be expecting the higher volumes of
water to be released on the October weekends.
There would be no additional impacts associated with the NAA.

3.2 Climate Preparedness and Resilience
USACE must ensure that projects are planned and built to assure Climate Preparedness and
Resilience. The Big Sandy River Basin’s mid-latitude position makes it susceptible to highly
variable weather throughout the year. The Basin’s climate is greatly influenced by oceanic and
atmospheric interactions. Based on existing climate change modeling, it is anticipated the Big
Sandy River Basin will experience wetter conditions than historically documented.
The PAA would not involve any activity that would affect the environment in regard to climate
change. This region is not projected to experience severe drought conditions and is instead
expected to experience more precipitation in the future as larger and more intense rainfalls
become more frequent. As a result, the PAA would not likely be influenced by or influence
future climate change. For the same reasons, there are also no impacts expected with respect to
climate as a result of the NAA.

3.3 Threatened and Endangered Species

The areas surrounding JWF, including the downstream reaches of the project, are within range of
the Federally endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) and Virginia spiraea (Spiraea virginiana),
as well as the Federally threatened Northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis) and Big
Sandy crayfish (Cambarus callainus). Historically, a colony of Virginia spiraea was found to be
established along the banks downstream of JWF. Big Sandy crayfish have known populations in
the Pound River and Russell Fork.
No tree clearing would take place for this action and no caves will be flooded due to the
relatively low stage of these outflows. The proposed additional releases for the PAA are much
less than the maximum authorized outflows. The two additional days would mimic a minor
storm event and not impact aquatic species.
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Based upon the nature of the action (two additional days of higher releases in October) the
District has determined there would be no effect to federally listed threatened and endangered
species. Therefore, no impacts are anticipated to threatened and endangered species in the project
area due to the PAA or NAA.

3.4 Impacts to Other Project Purposes
The additional recreational releases would occur during winter drawdown, where releases are
already occurring. Therefore, no impacts to other project purposes are anticipated as part of the
PAA or the NAA.

3.5 Cumulative Effects
USACE must consider the cumulative effects of the proposed project on the environment as
stipulated by NEPA. Cumulative effects are "the impact on the environment which results from
the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or Non-Federal) or person
undertakes such actions". Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time (40 CFR Part 1508.7 Council
on Environmental Quality [CEQ] Regulations).
The cumulative effects analysis is based on the potential effects of the proposed project when
added to similar impacts from other projects in the region. An inherent part of the cumulative
effects analysis is the uncertainty surrounding actions that have not yet been fully developed.
The CEQ regulations provide for the inclusion of uncertainties in the analysis and states that
"when an agency is evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant adverse effects on the human
environment...and there is incomplete or unavailable information, the agency shall always make
clear that such information is lacking" (40 CFR 1502.22).
Section 3.0 documents the existing environment and potential environmental effects of the PAA
and NAA with respect to existing conditions. The effects of the PAA, as discussed above, are
localized and minor. No reasonably foreseeable future actions that would have similar impacts as
the proposed action were identified. In scoping cumulative effects issues, no resources were
identified as having a potential to be significantly affected. Given the current program is in
place for the foreseeable future and the overall beneficial recreation enhancement effect from
implementation of the PAA, there is expected to be a positive, though small, cumulative effect
on safety based on past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions.

4.0 Status of Environmental Compliance
The PAA will be in full compliance with all local, state, and Federal statues as well as Executive
Orders prior to the issuance of a FONSI. Compliance is documented below in Table 2.
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Table 2 – Environmental Compliance Status
Statute/Executive Order
Full Partial N/A
National Environmental Policy Act (considered partial until the
X
FONSI is signed)
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
X
Endangered Species Act
X
Clean Water Act
X
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
X
Clean Air Act
X
National Historic Preservation Act
X
Archeological Resources Protection Act
N/A
Comprehensive, Environmental Response, Compensation and
X
Liability Act
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
X
Toxic Substances Control Act
X
Quiet Communities Act
X
Farmland Protection Act
X
Executive Order 11988 Floodplain Management
X
Executive Order 11990 Protection of Wetlands
X
Executive Order 12898 Environmental Justice in Minority
X
Populations and Low-Income Populations
Executive Order 13045 Protection of Children
X

5.0 REQUIRED COORDINATION
5.1 Agencies Contacted

Agency coordination during the optimization process included the below entities. During
coordination and consultation, parties were made aware of the process and procedures that would
follow as well as what steps were taken to reach the culmination of the project. The development
of the early alternatives were driven largely by coordination and consultation with water resource
agencies in Kentucky and Virginia. The kickoff of the initial scoping meeting that began the
project in September 2018 was attended by a broad array of concerned agencies, stakeholders
and the public. The agencies and entities that have been a part of the coordinating and
consultation process are listed in Table 3, below.
Table 3– Consulting Agencies
Breaks Interstate Park
Dickenson County Board of Supervisors
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
11
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Kentucky Office of Tourism, Art and Heritage
Pike County Tourism, Convention and Visitors Bureau
Town of Elkhorn City, Kentucky
Town of Haysi, Virginia
Virginia Division of Game and Inland Fisheries
The initial scoping meeting was held on 27 September 2018. The primary objectives were to
define the scope of the project; determine the problems and opportunities and develop early
alternatives that may address the situation. The meeting was attended by all of the participants
listed in Table 3. Following the agency scoping meeting that evening the first public meeting was
held.
The second resource agency meeting was held on 2 April 2019. The objective of this meeting
was to provide an update to the stakeholder agencies and to release the array of three final
alternatives that the project team had developed. Following the agency meeting that evening, the
second public meeting was held.
Agency correspondence is included in Appendix B.

5.2 Public Review and Comments

The draft SEA and draft FONSI are being made available for public review and comment for a
period of 30 days, as required under NEPA. A Notice of Availability was published in the local
newspaper, Pikeville News Express and the Dickenson Star, advising the public of this
document’s availability for review and comment. A copy of the SEA will also be placed in the
Dickenson County District Public Library and made available on-line at
http://www.lrh.Corps.army.mil/Missions/PublicReview.aspx. The mailing list for the SEA is
located in Appendix C.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The evaluation of opportunities to further optimize the existing winter drawdown release
schedule has resulted in a minimal modification to provide for two additional days of whitewater
releases. The Proposed Action Alternative would entail adding two Fridays on the first and
fourth weekend of October with higher volume releases. This alternative would provide an
overall gain of two days of higher volume water releases to facilitate whitewater rafting activities
while minimizing impact to other users, particularly anglers.
Therefore, the PAA would not be expected to have significant adverse impacts on the human
environment.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HUNTINGTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
502 EIGHTH STREET
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA 25701-2070

September 17, 2018

John W. Flannagan Dam Resource Agency Meeting and Public Scoping Meeting

Invitation
As you may be aware, the Huntington District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is in the
process of evaluating potential changes to the winter drawdown process at John W. Flannagan Dam in
Dickenson County, Virginia. While enhanced downstream recreation is not an authorized project
purpose at Flannagan, USACE currently schedules weekend releases from the project during the first
four weeks in October as a function of the winter drawdown process. This evaluation will consider
adding additional weekend releases in the month of November.
At this time, fall releases during October only equate to one-quarter of the total drawdown. As a result,
it may be plausible to modify the winter drawdown process to extend the whitewater season and allow
for additional downstream recreation opportunities. This evaluation will analyze operation parameters,
formulate alternative strategies to balance competing needs, and assess potential impacts associated
with modifying the winter drawdown process in accordance with National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). Should evidence warrant changes to project operations during winter drawdown, the
appropriate sections of the Water Control Manual would be updated accordingly. The update to the
Water Control Manual would be funded under the Operations and Maintenance appropriation at full
Federal expense.
To that end, we are planning a resource agency meeting and public scoping meeting to be held on
September 27, 2018 at the conference center at Breaks Interstate Park, located at 627 Commission, Cir.,
Breaks, Virginia. The resource agency meeting will be held at 1:30 that afternoon, with the public
meeting following at 6:30pm.
Your participation in these meetings would be greatly appreciated, as we kick off this evaluation of the
potential impacts of downstream recreational releases at Flannagan Dam.
If you have any questions or comments, or would like to confirm your attendance, please feel free to
contact me via email at jami.l.buchanan@usace.army.mil or by phone at 304.399.5347.

Appendix B
Public, Stakeholder and Organizational Input and Comments

Supplemental Environmental Assessment
John W. Flannagan Dam
Winter Drawdown Optimization
Dickenson County, Virginia

NEWS RELEASE

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

BUILDING STRONG ®

Contact:
Public Affairs Office
304-399-5353

For Immediate Release: Oct 5, 2018

John W. Flannagan Dam
Winter Drawdown Optimization
Release Schedule Announced
HUNTINGTON, W.Va – The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will modify its current winter
drawdown process at Flannagan Dam to extend the whitewater season into November and allow for
additional downstream recreation opportunities. The change to current drawdown processes is in support
of a winter optimization analysis, being conducted by the Huntington District.
An appraisal completed in 2017 identified a potential opportunity to optimize the current winter
drawdown process at Flannagan Dam to extend the whitewater season and allow for additional
downstream recreation opportunities.
The current drawdown process involves higher release volumes over the four weekends in
October. In addition to continuing October weekend releases, the Corps will increase release volume for
the first two weekends in November in order to assess potential impacts associated with modifying the
winter drawdown process in accordance with National Environmental Policy Act.
The Corps will release 900 cubic feet per second (CFS) on Saturday November 3rd and Sunday
November 4th from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm. The following weekend will include relatively lower volume
releases of 350 to 400 CFS, but will increase releases over four days. Friday and Saturday, November 9th
and 10th will see releases of 350 CFS. Sunday and Monday, November 11th and 12th will see releases of
400 CFS. The higher release volumes will be discharged from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm on all four days.
For more information, contact the Public Affairs office at 304-399-5353.
-30-

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS – HUNTINGTON DISTRICT
502 Eighth Street. Huntington, WV 25701
http://www.lrh.usace.army.mil/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Foley
Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
[Non-DoD Source] John W. Flannagan Dam Winter Draw Down Optimization Evaluation Comments
Tuesday, October 02, 2018 11:29:41 AM

Hi Jami,
I was unfortunately not able to attend the meeting on such short notice and am going to be commenting on the
Nov extension of the winter draw-down for Flanagan Dam. If you wish for me to encapsulate my comments into an
attached document please let me know and I will provide them in your preferred format.
We are extremely excited about a potential to add two additional weekends to our fall commercial rafting
schedule. Our fall operations are set up and based on the level Bartlick to be at minimum 800 CFS. I am requesting
that each of the additional two weekends in November to be the 800 CFS or 1000 CFS, identical to either of the
October release levels. I would also like to request that on Fridays provide that 400-500 CFS level for the many
recreational boaters who live in the area and those would travel in ahead of the weekend releases.
It is my understanding at least one comment has asked for a lower than fall release levels in 400-500 CFS range
for some dates. With less than traditional October release levels we would not reserve trips and cease to operate
without the 800 CFS needed for fall rafting. At that point we would get no advantage out of these two additional
weekends whatsoever and shut down for the year ahead of them after the last October release. Its not feasible to
offer a premium rafting trip one weekend and then a lesser half flow trip the next weekend on a lesser section of
whitewater especially as the weather gets cold in November.
I would like to thank the entire Huntington District USACE and specifically Flanagan Dam staff for your
diligence and hard work with this amazing resource. Please advise if you wish to have further comment or clarity
on any of my above comments.
Thank you
Jason Foley
CEO Kentucky Whitewater Raft.Kayak.Rescue

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Stephens
Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
[Non-DoD Source] Russel Fork November release levels
Tuesday, October 02, 2018 4:12:30 PM

Hi Jami,
My name is Mark Stephens and I am a whitewater kayaker from Lexington KY and wish to add comments to the
process even though i was not able to drive to the Breaks for the meeting last Thursday. I saw the Facebook post
allowing us to submit comments and wanted to do so.

It is an exciting time realizing that we may be getting more releases out of our awesome Russell Fork river. I am a
kayaker and paddle the upper sections Russell Fork from the Dam to Garden Hole. I am not a gorge (middle
section) boater so it takes significantly more water for us to better enjoy the upper section. Since I travel 3 hours to
get to the area and need a reasonably good level of water for it to be worth coming I would like to suggest that the
CORPS continue to release the same levels as each of the preceding weekends in the 800-1000 <tel:800-1000>
CFS. This allows us to know what we are traveling to paddle and it will let us safely continue to predict each rapid
and know that it is not any different that it was the previous days of releases. I consider it a safety issue changing
these levels for some of the people I paddle with and don't think the trip will be worth it for a non-gorge boater to
come with less than the traditional fall release levels.
Mark Stephens

www.americanwhitewater.org

Kevin Colburn
National Stewardship Director
P.O. Box 1540
Cullowhee, NC 28723
828-712-4825
kevin@americanwhitewater.org

April 5, 2019
Re: John W. Flannagan Dam Operations
Dear Ms. Buchanan,
American Whitewater is a national non-profit organization with a mission to protect and restore
our nation’s whitewater rivers and enhance opportunities to enjoy them safely. Our members
are primarily non-commercial whitewater kayakers, rafters, and canoeists. Many of our
members regularly enjoy water releases from the John W. Flannagan Dam into the Russell Fork
River. We were pleased to learn of the public meeting held on April 2 to discuss opportunities to
enhance these releases, and ensured that the meeting was attended by American Whitewater
board members, staff, and members. We are now following up with written comments to share
our perspective.
Late last year American Whitewater conducted an online survey of Russell Fork paddlers. We
had a significant response of over 140 survey participants. We created this survey to
supplement a similar agency survey with data from paddlers that likely did not have the
opportunity to fill out the hard-copy survey. Both surveys explored flow preferences and
opinions between adding releases to existing October releases versus adding new weekend
releases in November. The graphical and tabular results of the survey are attached to these
comments, and raw data were provided to the Army Corps last year.
The current proposed range of alternatives explores very different options from those surveyed,
but there are lessons to be learned from the survey results. Specifically:
●

●
●
●

Paddlers were divided equally between a preference for additional weekends in
November (36%), additional days added to weekends in October (36%), or either (28%).
(See Question 9).
3-day releases in October would result in greater attendance of weekend releases. (See
Question 8)
Over 95% of paddlers would always (50%) or sometimes (46%) take advantage of a
third day was added to current October releases. (See Question 7)
If 3-day releases are provided in October, roughly two thirds of paddlers prefer Friday
releases, and one third are fine with Friday or Monday. (See Question 6)

Based on these results and our knowledge of the paddling communities interests, we offer the
following comments on each proposed alternative.
Alternative 1: Four-day weekend high volume releases throughout October.
This is our preferred alternative. The survey results indicate that there is significant demand for
releases on Fridays and Mondays in association with the current weekend releases in October.
This scenario would encourage paddlers to travel to the river and spend an extra day or two in
the area, and then return for additional weekends. This is a typical pattern for paddlers, most of
whom have jobs that prevent midweek or long blocks of paddling. It is also more typical of the
natural regional hydrological patterns which often include storm driven high flows of several
days alternating with periods of lower flows.
Alternative 2: Fourteen consecutive days of high volume release throughout October.
Under this alternative paddlers would lose two weekends of paddling opportunities in October,
roughly half of the scheduled weekend releases. This would be a significant loss to paddlers,
and lead to lower overall visitation to the region for paddling. It would also lead to crowding on
the remaining weekends. While our survey did not include midweek releases, data from other
rivers like the Ocoee show dramatically less use of mid-week releases. This is the worst
alternative.
Alternative 3: Seventeen consecutive days of high volume release throughout October.
Under this alternative paddlers would lose one weekend of paddling opportunities in October,
roughly a quarter of the scheduled weekend releases. Like Alternative 2, this would be a
significant loss to paddlers, reduce visitation, and increase crowding. Like Alternative 2, we do
not expect midweek gains in visitation to make up for lost weekend visitation.
Alternative 4: No change
We expect you’ll find that this is the second-best alternative for paddlers after Alternative 1.
Weekend releases are simply more valuable to more people than midweek opportunities, and
protecting all four existing October weekends is an important backstop for any future changes to
the flow regime.
Fishing and Paddling Are Compatible
The stated objective of the current study is to balance the needs of whitewater recreation with
fishing in Flannagan Reservoir and downstream in the Russell Fork River. We are aware of no
studies or data showing that whitewater releases are in any way detrimental to fishing in the
reservoir or downstream and thus the premise of seeking balance is not justified. The current
weekend releases have been occurring for many years, and we are unaware of any evidence
that the fishing is currently impacted by those releases. Likewise, we see no reason that adding

1-2 days to each weekend of releases would create new impacts. However, the recreational
benefits of the fall releases are well documented and understood: they attract hundreds of
paddlers to ideal conditions in a spectacular whitewater river.
American Whitewater has been involved with flow restoration and changes at well over 100
dams that have been extensively studied. We are not aware of any studies depicting impacts of
dam releases on reservoir fishing. Often but certainly not always, anglers prefer lower river
flows than paddlers, but dam-controlled higher flow releases like these during drawdown
periods are often offset by dam-controlled lower flow releases during reservoir refill periods.
Balance must be looked at across entire years, with data, and with the natural flow regime and
operational needs such as drawdown as governing factors.
We are confident that there are opportunities to protect and enhance whitewater paddling
opportunities on the Russell Fork River while also protecting fishing opportunities. We ask that
you avoid making a false choice between the two activities. We request no loss of October
weekend paddling opportunities, and that you consider adding Friday releases, and if possible
Monday releases to those weekends. In addition, we believe there may be other opportunities to
provide scheduled releases of various flows during the spring and summer, and would welcome
a broader discussion about such opportunities.
Thank you for considering these comments.
Sincerely,

Kevin Colburn
National Stewardship Director
American Whitewater
PO Box 1540
Cullowhee, NC 28723
828-712-4825
kevin@americanwhitewater.org

Russell Fork River Flow and Access Survey
Fall 2018
American Whitewater

Russell Fork Survey Responses
2018
Minimum Acceptable Flow
Minimum acceptable flow is the flow at which paddlers would return to paddle the
river. Paddlers identified the minimum acceptable flow in two distinct ranges: some
paddlers identified a lower range between
200 and 500cfs, and others a higher range
between 800 and 900cfs. These two ranges
are likely related to two factors identified in
survey comments. First, the river is
reportedly dangerous and undesirable
between 500 and 800cfs. Second some
paddlers either do not have experience
with the lower flows or simply do not
prefer them.
Technical Low Flow
Some paddlers are interested in a more
technical paddling opportunity that
requires more maneuvering, but typically
with lower velocity and smaller holes and
waves. Survey respondents identified the
300 to 500cfs range as the ideal low
technical paddling flow range.
Standard Flow
Paddlers may desire a medium flow that
balances the technicality of lower flows
with the larger waves and holes
experienced at higher flows. Most paddlers
preferred flows in the 1000 to 1100cfs
range for this kind of trip, followed closely
by the 800 to 900cfs range. A separate
group of paddlers prefer lower flows in the
400 to 600cfs range for this kind of trip.
Challenging High Flow
Paddlers may prefer a higher flow generally
or in certain circumstances that increases
the size of the holes and waves, and leads to
higher velocity flows. Often, but not always,

these flows are found to be more challenging. Paddlers overwhelmingly selected
flows between 1200 and 1300cfs as the ideal high flow range.
Optimal Flow
When asked about their single preferred
flow, there was a strong preference for
flows around 1000 to 1100cfs. Some though fewer - paddlers also selected lower
flows between 300 and 500cfs.

Highest Safe Flow
When asked about the highest safe flow,
paddlers generally selected flows in or well
above the 1000-1100 cfs flow range.
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Q3 On how many of the current October release weekends do you
typically paddle the Russell Fork each fall?
Answered: 144
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Q4 If weekend Russell Fork releases were provided in November in
addition to October releases, on how many of those November weekends
would you likely paddle the Russell Fork?
Answered: 144
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Q5 If weekend releases were provided throughout October and
November, on how many total weekends would you likely paddle the
Russell Fork?
Answered: 145

Sk pped: 1
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Q6 If 3-day October releases were provided, which day would you prefer
be added to the current Saturday and Sunday releases?
Answered: 146

Sk pped: 0
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Q7 If your preferred third day were added to October releases, how
often would you paddle on the third day?
Answered: 144

Sk pped: 2
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Q8 If 3-day October releases were provided, on how many more
weekends would you paddle the Russell Fork?
Answered: 145

Sk pped: 1
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Q9 How would you prefer additional days of releases be allocated?
Answered: 146

Sk pped: 0
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Q10 For comparative purposes please estimate the quality of the
following flows for your craft and skill level. Please consider all the flowdependent characteristics that contribute to a high quality trip (e.g.,
boatability, whitewater challenge, safety, availability of surfing or other
play areas, aesthetics, and length of run). If you do not feel comfortable
evaluating a flow you have not seen, don’t check a number for that flow.
Answered: 140

Sk pped: 6
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Q17 In addition to current releases, would you rather have:
Answered: 136

Sk pped: 10
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Q18 How likely would you be to paddle on releases of 300-400cfs if they
were provided:
Answered: 140
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U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

NEWS RELEASE
BUILDING STRONG ®

For Immediate Release: March 12, 2019

Contact:
Public Affairs Office
304-399-5353

John W. Flannagan Dam
Winter Drawdown Optimization Tentative Plan Selection
and Public Meeting Announcement
HUNTINGTON, W.Va – The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has selected a plan to optimize the
winter drawdown procedures at John W. Flannagan Dam in order to facilitate enhanced downstream
recreation. The selected plan will release higher volumes of water for 17 consecutive days from the 2nd
Saturday each October to the last Monday each October. During those days, the release volume from
Saturday to Monday will be 800 CFS and the release volume from Tuesday to Friday will be 400 CFS.
The selected plan balances the needs of whitewater recreation with fishing in Flannagan
Reservoir and downstream in the Russell Fork River. Whitewater recreation will gain nine total days of
higher release volume, but will lose the first weekend in October. The selected plan will relieve water
level and flow fluctuation impacts on fishing by consolidating higher volume releases into 17 days each
year.
An important part of the process is input provided by public and local stakeholders. The Corps
will hold a second public meeting to inform the public and seek input regarding this change to the winter
drawdown process. The meeting will be held at the Breaks Interstate Park Conference Center at 627
Commission Circle, Breaks, Virginia on April 2, 2019 at 6:30 pm.

For more information, contact the Public Affairs office at 304-399-5353.

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS – HUNTINGTON DISTRICT
502 Eighth Street. Huntington, WV 25701
http://www.lrh.usace.army.mil/

>
> -----Original Message----> From: Carrie [mailto:carriestambaugh@gmail.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2019 12:04 PM
> To: Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US) <Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army mil>
> Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Russell Fork Release Comments
>
> Mr. Buchanan,
>
> I would like to express my support for increased access to the Russell Fork whitewater during a release schedule
that includes four day weekend releases. I believe these longer stretches of consecutive days would be most
beneficial to the local economy.
>
> I’m a multi-media journalist with a speciality in recreation. I co-host a Kentucky travel adventure show,
“Downstream,” (available at Liquidkentucky.com), and I write guidebooks for FalconGuides. My newest book is
“Paddling Kentucky,” (due out in July). It OF COURSE includes the Russell Fork. I’ve worked in east Kentucky
media for 15 years and I think this river is our best kept secret and provides tremendous opportunity for growth.
Adventure tourism has a huge untapped potential across former Appalachian coal communities. We just must invest
in infrastructure and maximize opportunities for access, like this.
>
> As a paddler myself, and member of the BWA, I prefer to spend multiple days at a location, paddling a day or
two, resting and doing another activities then paddling again!! A four day release schedule would allow this. (The
Gauley release schedule is a model that works well for travelers and the local economy.) It allows for paddlers to
spend more time and money in an area at a slower pace! I think this would bring more travelers from further
distances because they would have more opportunities to paddle. It’s not an easy place to get to so, that needs to be
considered in terms of attracting visitors. Many look at a two day release schedule and pass. They want the chance
to paddle every day because if they can’t paddle one day, they miss half their chances! They choose to go elsewhere
where their “risk” is less.
>
> Thank you for your consideration.
>
> Carrie Stambaugh
> (606) 369-2635 c

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
Goad, Charles D CIV USARMY CELRH (USA)
FW: [Non-DoD Source] Prospective Changes to Russell Fork Release Schedule
Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:59:48 AM
Russell+Fork+Survey+Results+20181786.pdf

-----Original Message----From: Jack Henderson [mailto:hendersonjc3@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2019 10:50 AM
To: Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US) <Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Prospective Changes to Russell Fork Release Schedule
Hi Jami,
I was unfortunately unable to attend Tuesday's meeting about the prospective changes to the Russell Fork release
schedule from Flanagan Dam, however I wanted to submit comments here while your team is still considering any
changes.
As a whitewater paddler, I respectfully request the "4-day weekend high volume release throughout October"
option. This would be a well-appreciated and well-utilized gain for paddlers versus the current 2-day releases.
Whitewater paddlers and their families, along with spectaters and water-based recreational tourism supports the
regional economy through gasoline, food and other purchases made nearby.
American Whitewater, the nation's primary advocate for the preservation and protection of whitewater rivers
throughout the United States, conducted a study in the autumn of 2018 to gather information on paddling usage of
the Russell Fork below Flanagan, as part of the scheduled flow releases. The results show that the river and
associated releases are well-valued by all paddlers, and that most would appreciate and utilize additional flow
releases.
I have attached that survey in PDF form for your reference.
Thank you for your time, and I appreciate you taking my comment into consideration.
Sincerely,
Jack Henderson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
Goad, Charles D CIV USARMY CELRH (USA)
FW: [Non-DoD Source] Russell Fork Release Schedule
Friday, April 5, 2019 8:39:01 AM

Sent with BlackBerry Work
(www.blackberry.com)
From: mikeprz58@aol.com <mikeprz58@aol.com <mailto mikeprz58@aol.com> >
Date: Friday, Apr 05, 2019, 7:49 AM
To: Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US) <Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army.mil
<mailto:Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army.mil> >
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Russell Fork Release Schedule
Jami:
I am a weekend kayaker with a family. 14 day or 17 day continuous releases combined with my schedule could
preclude any RF trips. Consequently, I would prefer no change or 4 weekend releases. Additionally, reducing
releases may increase congestion on the river which can be a safety hazard. Those eddies are only so big!

Mike Rzesutock
Fayetteville Ohio

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
Goad, Charles D CIV USARMY CELRH (USA)
FW: [Non-DoD Source] Russell Fork Release Discussion
Monday, April 8, 2019 9:37:22 AM

Sent with BlackBerry Work
(www.blackberry.com)
From: Koushik Ray <ray_koushik@yahoo.com <mailto:ray_koushik@yahoo.com> >
Date: Sunday, Apr 07, 2019, 2:31 AM
To: Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US) <Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army.mil
<mailto:Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army.mil> >
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Russell Fork Release Discussion
Dear Sir/Madam:
As a previous resident in Johnstown PA, the town of Friendsville in Maryland was a preferred paddling destination
an hour and a half away. It seems like a model example to relate to in this discussion. They have been having regular
releases every Fri and Mon for a large part of the year. (There are other days sometimes, but Mon and Fri will
always have releases for river running.) It draws people from all over since they know that a quality kayaking spot
will always have the right amount of water. They also know that the releases are a significant aspect of the small
town of Friendsville, so their commercial and general behavior have shaped up to benefit the town.
The Russell Fork is a well known to all river runners east of the Continental divide. Having predictable flows will
not only create local boating community around the river, but the reliability of flows will make it a paddling
destinations for people from all over.
Koushik Ray
Portland Oregon
503- eight 77- 5354

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
Carrie
Goad, Charles D CIV USARMY CELRH (USA)
RE: [Non-DoD Source] Russell Fork Release Comments
Thursday, April 11, 2019 12:43:23 PM

Carrie - I apologize for my slow response. We will be taking public comments now through the end of the public
comment period for the Draft Environmental Assessment. We anticipate that the EA will be complete sometime in
May and go out for the required 30 day review.
Thanks!
Jami
-----Original Message----From: Carrie [mailto:carriestambaugh@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2019 12:14 PM
To: Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US) <Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Re: [Non-DoD Source] Russell Fork Release Comments
Jami,
When does the public comment period end? I wrote a bi-monthly outdoor column for the Greater Ashland Beacon...
I submitted my column before I learned through the BWA of your meeting, so it wouldn’t publish again until April
16.
Carrie Stambaugh
(606) 369-2635 c
> On Apr 2, 2019, at 4:17 PM, Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
<Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army mil> wrote:
>
> Ms. Stambaugh,
>
> Thanks so much for commenting on the drawdown optimization. This is the type of information that we are
seeking from stakeholders.
>
> As I've told others who have written, we have not yet chosen a plan. We are still seeking input from interested
stakeholders and working with the federal and state resource agencies to understand the tradeoffs of benefits and
impacts associated with each alternative plan. We will also be considering the feedback we get from the public
meeting to be held tonight at 6:30 at Breaks Interstate Park.
>
> If you know of anyone who is unable to attend the public meeting, please pass along my contact information and
ask them to write to me. I would hate for anyone to think that their input wouldn't be considered if they weren't able
to attend the meeting in person.
>
> If you have any other comments or questions, please feel free to get in touch with me.
> Thanks
> Jami
>
> Jami L. Buchanan
> DSMMCX Planner
> Office - 304.399.5347
>
>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US)
Goad, Charles D CIV USARMY CELRH (USA)
FW: [Non-DoD Source] russell fork fall release proposals
Monday, April 22, 2019 2:10:45 PM

-----Original Message----From: Cecil Tickamyer [mailto:ceciltick@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2019 1:43 PM
To: Buchanan, Jami L CIV USARMY CELRH (US) <Jami.L.Buchanan@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] russell fork fall release proposals
First I would like to point out that the 2 most radical proposals, intended to benefit the fishing community & push
the paddlers into the later colder end of the month, don't make sense, i.e. they are self-contradictory. The 3rd
Monday thru last Sunday proposal is not necessarily 14 days. When October 1 is a Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday, it is only 7 days. That is the case this very year, so you should have noticed it. And the 2nd Saturday
thru last Monday proposal is not necessarily 17 days, although it usually is, it is this year, and this time it benefits
paddlers when it isn't. When October 1 is a Saturday, the proposal is for 24 straight days of "high" release.
As a retiree who doesn't like paddling in crowds, I find some virtue in those radical proposals, since I could paddle
weekdays. However, there are occasional high water years (from late hurricanes or whatever) which could wipe out
the entire season's scheduled whitewater releases, because the schedule occupies such a compact portion of the
calendar. Or it will once you fix the inconsistencies, since your intent is clear. I guess I like the 2nd Saturday 17-24
day proposal best, the long 4-day weekend proposal next, and the current plan least. The potentially 7 day proposal
is just insulting. The fishing community has the entire summer on the river, including September, and could be
given some accommodation in the concluding drawdown of November too. They can use the lake during the small
number of whitewater releases, even if the release detracts in some small way from their preferred experience. They
don't need the first warmer half of October for their own exclusive use too.
I've been coming up there at least one weekend every October for 30 years, usually with one particular paddling
buddy who is also a hunter & fisherman (although never in my presence). I may not have too many more such
opportunities, but I'd still like to see a plan for the future which doesn't let one self-interested community hog the
resource at the expense of other users.
Cecil Tickamyer
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